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1 The Task 
 
The task was to investigate anaphoric relations in two parallel texts (i.e. a source language 
text and its translation in another language) and to classify the anaphoric relations along the 
lines proposed by Mitkov [Mitkov 2000][Mitkov 2002]. 
 

2 The Resolution of Anaphoric Links Using Mitkov’s Algorithm 
 
We chose two parallel texts (Estonian-English aligned on sentence level) from Multext-East 
Corpus containing the novel "1984" by George Orwell. 
 
We tried to resolve anaphoras in the Estonian sentences and in the corresponding English 
sentences using an algorithm proposed by Mitkov [Mitkov 2000]. This algorithm is known as 
knowledge-poor pronoun resolution approach. The key idea of the algorithm is to assign 
scores to noun phrase (NP) candidates based on different indicators and then choose the 
candidate with the highest score. The indicators used for calculating the score are given 
below. 
 
We used gender and number agreement as the primary filtering conditions. This filter 
eliminates noun phrases that do not have a matching gender or number. The filter is applied as 
the first step before the actual scoring begins. 
 
We did not use the boosting indicators "Indicating Verbs" and "Section Heading Preference" 
as we did not have a predefined set of verbs and we did not have section headings. 
 
We used the boosting indicators "First Noun Phrases" (score +1), "Lexical Reiteration" (+1), 
"Collocation Pattern Preference" (+1), "Term preference" (+1). 
 
We also suggest a boosting indicator "Case Agreement" which could be used to improve 
Estonian anaphora resolution. 
 
The impeding indicators we used were "Indefiniteness" (-1) and "Prepositional Noun Phrases" 
(-1) as suggested by Mitkov [Mitkov 2000]. The prepositional NPs in Estonian are not as 
frequent. On the other hand, the use of postpositional phrases is rather common. It also 
common to use case endings instead of postpositions. In many occasions there are two 
parallel forms, one that uses separate postposition and the other one that uses case ending. We 
will refer to both of these as “Postposition” and regard them as impeding factor (-1). 



 
We also used "Referential Distance" to impede or boost a candidate's chances of being 
selected as the antecedent of a pronoun depending on the NP's distance in terms of clause and 
sentence boundaries from the pronoun. 
 
The results are presented in the tables below where the sentences above the tables are the 
sentences that were used in the resolution. The bold and underlined words are anaphoras and 
their corresponding antecedents. The antecedents that were resolved with the best score are 
represented in a bold text in the first column of the table.



3 Experiments 

3.1 The first set of sentences (Estonian-English) 
 
The first set of Estonian sentences used in anaphora resolution 
See oli osa vihkamise nädala eelsest kokkuhoiukampaaniast. Korter oli kaheksandal korrusel, ja Winston, kes oli kolmekümne üheksa aastane ja 
kel oli veenilaiendi haavand parema jala pahkluu kohal, astus aeglaselt, tőmmates minnes korduvalt hinge. Igal korrusel vaatas lifti vastasseinalt 
vastu plakat selle tohutu näoga. See oli niisugune pilt, mis on tehtud nii, et silmad saadavad sind igale poole. 
 

Phrase gender number 
first NP in 
sentence 

lexical 
iteration 

collocation 
pattern 

term 
preference 

prepositional 
or 
postpositional indefiniteness 

referential 
distance 
(2, 1, 0, -1) score 

Igal korrusel 1 1 1    -1 -1 1 0
lifti vastasseinalt 1 1     -1  1 0
plakat selle tohutu näoga 1 1       1 1
Korter 1 1 1      0 1
kaheksandal korrusel 1 1       0 0
Winston 1 1       0 0
veenilaiendi haavand 1 1       0 0
parema jala pahkluu kohal 1 1       0 0
See 1 1 1      -1 0
osa vihkamise nädala eelsest 1 1     -1  -1 -2
Kokkuhoiukampaaniast 1 1       -1 -1
 
Comments 
The task was to resolve the anaphora „See” (in English: „it”). The analysis of the text in Estonian gave two results with equal scores and one of 
these is the correct antecedent for the anaphora.  
 
To improve the resolution of Estonian anaphoras it would be necessary to see if the phrases are in the same case (there are 14 cases in Estonian). 
We suggest that the boosting +1 should be applied if the anaphora and the antecedent are in the same case.



The first set of English sentences used in anaphora resolution 
It was part of the economy drive in preparation for Hate Week. The flat was seven flights up, and Winston, who was thirty-nine and had a 
varicose ulcer above his right ankle, went slowly, resting several times on the way. On each landing, opposite the lift-shaft, the poster with the 
enormous face gazed from the wall. It was one of those pictures which are so contrived that the eyes follow you about when you move. 
 

Phrase gender number
first NP in 
sentence 

lexical 
iteration

collocation 
pattern 

term 
preference prepositional indefiniteness

referential 
distance 
(2, 1, 0, -1) score 

On each landing 1 1 1    -1 -1 1 0
opposite the lift-shaft 1 1     -1  1 0
the poster with the enormous face 1 1       1 1
from the wall 1 1     -1  1 0
The flat 1 1 1      0 1
Seven flights 1 0       0
Winston 1 1       0 0
a varicose ulcer 1 1      -1 0 0
His right ankle 1 1       0 0
On the way 1 1     -1  0 -1
It 1 1       -1 -1
part of the economy drive 1 1     -1  -1 -2
in preparation for Hate Week 1 1     -1  -1 -2
 
Comments 
The analysis of the text in English gave two results with equal scores and one of these is the correct antecedent for the anaphora. The problem is 
that the first NP of the sentence received boosting that was not justified in this case. As the algorithm gave better results in English, it supports 
the claim that the bilingual corpora can be used to improve pronoun resolution [Mitkov 2002]. We could have benefitted from the knowledge that 
„opposite the lift shaft” is a prepositional phrase and needs to be impeded by adding -1 to the score. 



3.2 The second set of sentences (Estonian-English) 
 
The second set of Estonian sentences used in anaphora resolution 
Korter oli kaheksandal korrusel, ja Winston , kes oli kolmekümne üheksa aastane ja kel oli veenilaiendi haavand parema jala pahkluu kohal, 
astus aeglaselt, tőmmates minnes korduvalt hinge. Igal korrusel vaatas lifti vastasseinalt vastu plakat selle tohutu näoga. See oli niisugune pilt, 
mis on tehtud nii, et silmad saadavad sind igale poole. "Suur Vend valvab sind", oli pildi all kiri. 
 
Comments 
There are no anaphoric pronouns in the Estonian sentence ("Suur Vend valvab sind", oli pildi all kiri.). Yet there are anaphoric pronouns in the 
corresponding English sentence (see the analysis on the next page). 



The second set of English sentences used in anaphora resolution 
The flat was seven flights up, and Winston, who was thirty-nine and had a varicose ulcer above his right ankle, went slowly, resting several times 
on the way. On each landing, opposite the lift-shaft, the poster with the enormous face gazed from the wall. It was one of those pictures which 
are so contrived that the eyes follow you about when you move. "Big Brother is watching you", the caption beneath it ran. 
 

Phrase gender number 
first NP in 
sentence 

lexical 
iteration 

Collocation 
pattern 

term 
preference prepositional indefiniteness 

referential 
distance 
(2, 1, 0, -1) score 

Big Brother 1 1 1      2 3 
you (1) 1 1       1 1 
you (2) 1 1       1 1 
the eyes 1 0       1  
one of those pictures 1 1 1   0   1 2 
On each landing 1 1 1    -1 -1 0 -1 
opposite the lift-shaft 1 1     -1  0 -1 
the poster with the enormous face 1 1       0 0 
from the wall 1 1     -1  0 -1 
The flat 1 1 1      -1 0 
seven flights 1 0       -1  
Winston 1 1       -1 -1 
a varicose ulcer 1 1       -1 -1 
his right ankle 1 1       -1 -1 
on the way 1 1     -1  -1 -2 
 
Comments 
The NP „Big Brother” was incorrectly identified as the antecedent of the anaphora „it”. The NP received boosting points because it was in the 
same sentence with the anaphora „it” and was also the first NP in the sentence. 
 
It is interesting to notice that the Estonian translation could have used the anaphoric pronoun, yet for unknown reasons it was replaced with 
explicit NP. This example also shows that again the use of parallel (bilingual) corpora would have been of great help in identifying the correct 
antecedent for the English translation.



 

3.3 The third set of sentences (Estonian-English) 
 
The third set of Estonian sentences used in anaphora resolution 
Korteris luges mahlakas hääl ette mingeid arvusid, mis käisid ilmselt malmitootmise kohta. Hääl tuli piklikust, tuhmi peegli moodi 
metallplaadist, mis moodustas osa parempoolesest seinast. Winston keeras nuppu ja hääl jäi veidi vaiksemaks, kuigi sőnad olid endiselt selged. 
Tal oli väga heledad juuksed ja loomu poolest jumekas nägu, mille naha oli kehv seep, nürid žiletid ja äsja lőppenud talve külmad karedaks 
muutnud. 
 

Phrase gender number 
first NP in 
sentence 

lexical 
iteration 

collocation 
pattern 

term 
preference 

prepositional or 
postpositional indefiniteness 

referential 
distance 
(2, 1, 0, -1) score 

Sőnad 0 1       1  
Hääl 0 1  1     1  
Nuppu 0 1       1  
Winston 1 1 1      1 2 
osa parempoolesest seinast 0 1     -1  0  
piklikust, tuhmi peegli moodi metallplaadist 0 1     -1  0  
Hääl 0 1 1 1     0  
Malmitootmise 0 1       -1  
mingeid arvusid 0 0       -1  
mahlakas hääl 0 1  1     -1  
Korteris 0 1 1    -1  -1  
 
Comments 
This experiment worked well with no problems as the gender filter eliminated all other words but Winston, which was the correct choice. 
Although the gender between masculine and feminine cannot be distinguished in Estonian, the gender between neuter and masculine/feminine 
can be distinguished. 
 
 
 



The third set of English sentences used in anaphora resolution 
Inside the flat a fruity voice was reading out a list of figures which had something to do with the production of pig-iron. The voice came from an 
oblong metal plaque like a dulled mirror which formed part of the surface of the right-hand wall. Winston turned a switch and the voice sank 
somewhat, though the words were still distinguishable. His hair was very fair, his face naturally sanguine, his skin roughened by coarse soap and 
blunt razor blades and the cold of the winter that had just ended. 
 

Phrase gender number 

first NP 
in 
sentence

lexical 
iteration

collocation 
pattern 

term 
preference prepositional indefiniteness 

referential 
distance 
(2, 1, 0, -1) score 

the words 0 0       1  
the voice 0 1  1     1  
a switch 0 1      -1 1  
Winston 1 1 1      1 2 
part of the surface of the right-hand wall 0 1     -1  0  
an oblong metal plaque like a dulled mirror 0 1     -1  0  
The voice 0 1 1 1     0  
the production of pig-iron 0 1       -1  
a list of figures 0 0       -1  
a fruity voice 0 1  1     -1  
Inside the flat 0 1 1    -1  -1  

 
Comments 
In the English translation the gender filter also eliminated all other words but Winston, which was the correct choice. 
 



3.4 The fourth set of sentences (Estonian-English) 
 
The fourth set of Estonian sentences used in anaphora resolution 
Oli külm selge aprillipäev, kellad lőid parajasti kolmteist. Winston Smith , lőug vastu rinda surutud, et kaitsta end läbilőikava tuule vastu, lipsas 
kiiresti Vőidu Maja klaasuksest sisse, aga mitte küllalt kiiresti, et takistada liivasegust tolmukeerist endaga kaasa tulemast. Trepikoda haises 
keedetud kapsa ja vanade kaltsumattide järgi. Selle ühes otsas oli seinale kinnitatud värviline plakat, mis oli siseruumi kohta liiga suur. 
 

phrase gender number 
first NP in 
sentence 

lexical 
iteration 

collocation 
pattern 

term 
preference 

prepositional or 
postpositional indefiniteness 

referential 
distance (2, 
1, 0, -1) score 

külm selge argipäev 1 1 1      -1 0 
kellad 1 0       -1  
kolmteist 1 1       -1 -1 
Winston Smith 0 1 1        
lõug 1 1        0 
rind 1 1     -1  -1 
läbilõikav tuul 1 1     -1  -1 
Võidu Maja klaasuks 1 1     -1  -1 
liivasegune tolmukeeris 1 1        0 
trepikoda 1 1 1      1 2 
keedetud kapsas 1 1       1 1 
vanad kaltsumatid 1 0       1 1 
 



The fourth set of English sentences used in anaphora resolution 
It was a bright cold day in April, and the clocks were striking thirteen. Winston Smith, his chin nuzzled into his breast in an effort to escape the 
vile wind, slipped quickly through the glass doors of Victory Mansions, though not quickly enough to prevent a swirl of gritty dust from entering 
along with him. The hallway smelt of boiled cabbage and old rag mats. At one end of it a coloured poster, too large for indoor display, had been 
tacked to the wall. 
 

phrase gender number 
first NP in 
sentence 

lexical 
iteration 

collocation 
pattern 

term 
preference 

prepositional or 
postpositional indefiniteness 

referential 
distance (2, 
1, 0, -1) score 

a bright cold day in April 1 1 1     -1 -1 -1 
the clocks  1 0       -1  
thirteen  1 1       -1 -1 
Winston Smith  0 1 1        
his chin 1 1        0 
his breast 1 1     -1  -1 
an effort 1 1      -1  -1 
the vile wind           
the glass doors of Victory Mansions 1 0     -1   
a swirl of gritty dust  1 1      -1  -1 
the hallway 1 1 1      1 2 
boiled cabbage  1 1       1 1 
old rag mats 1 0       1  
 
Comments 
The noun phrase was identified correctly in both cases. There are some significant differences between English and Estonian. For example “the 
glass doors of Victory Mansions” is translated as “Võidu Maja klaasuks”, which actually means “the glass door of Victory Mansion”, so there is 
a difference in number. The average score for English noun phrases is little lowern than in Estonian, this is due to the fact that Esonian nouns do 
not have indefiniteness, which contributes to negative socre in English. 



3.5 The fifth set of sentences (Estonian-English) 
 
The fifth set of Estonian sentences used in anaphora resolution 
Winston Smith , lőug vastu rinda surutud, et kaitsta end läbilőikava tuule vastu, lipsas kiiresti Vőidu Maja klaasuksest sisse, aga mitte küllalt 
kiiresti, et takistada liivasegust tolmukeerist endaga kaasa tulemast. Trepikoda haises keedetud kapsa ja vanade kaltsumattide järgi. Selle ühes 
otsas oli seinale kinnitatud värviline plakat, mis oli siseruumi kohta liiga suur. See kujutas vaid üht tohutut, enam kui meetrilaiust nägu: umbes 
neljakümne viie aastase mehe nägu tihedate mustade vuntside ja karmide meeldivate näojoontega. 
 

phrase gender number 
first NP in 
sentence 

lexical 
iteration 

collocation 
pattern 

term 
preference 

prepositional or 
postpositional indefiniteness 

referential 
distance (2, 
1, 0, -1) score 

Winston Smith 1 1 1       1 
lõug 1 1       -1 -1 
rind 1 1     -1  -1 -2 
läbilõikav tuul 1 1     -1  -1 -2 
Võidu Maja klaasuks 1 1     -1  -1 -2 
liivasegune tolmukeeris 1 1       -1 -1 
trepikoda 1 1 1       1 
keedetud kapsas 1 1        0 
vanad kaltsumatid 1 0         
värviline plakat 1 1 1      1 2 
sein 1 1     -1  1 0 
 



The fifth set of English sentences used in anaphora resolution 
Winston Smith, his chin nuzzled into his breast in an effort to escape the vile wind, slipped quickly through the glass doors of Victory Mansions, 
though not quickly enough to prevent a swirl of gritty dust from entering along with him. The hallway smelt of boiled cabbage and old rag mats. 
At one end of it a coloured poster, too large for indoor display, had been tacked to the wall. It depicted simply an enormous face, more than a 
metre wide: the face of a man of about forty-five, with a heavy black moustache and ruggedly handsome features. 
 

phrase gender number 
first NP in 
sentence 

lexical 
iteration 

collocation 
pattern 

term 
preference 

prepositional or 
postpositional indefiniteness 

referential 
distance (2, 
1, 0, -1) score 

Winston Smith  0 1 1      -1  
his chin 1 1       -1 -1 
his breast 1 1     -1 -1 -2 
an effort 1 1      -1 -1 -2 
the vile wind 1 1       -1  
the glass doors of Victory Mansions 1 0     -1 -1  
a swirl of gritty dust  1 1      -1 -1 -2 
the hallway 1 1 1       1 
boiled cabbage  1 1        0 
old rag mats 1 0         
a coloured poster 1 1 1     -1 1 1 
the wall 1 1     -1 1 0 
 
Comments 
In this case the right pronoun is selected only in Estonian. In English the knowledge-poor approach does a pretty good job as well but is unable to 
select the best noun phrase simply by comparing the scores as both “the hallway” and “colured poster” gain the same rating. This is a case of 
“tough” anaphor [Mitkov 2001], for which some sort of heuristics has to be applied. 
 
Another possibility is to use the approach proposed by Mitkov [Mitkov Bilingual]. His basic idea is to use the help of parallel corpora to resolve 
the ambiguity. In the current case there is no ambiguity in the Estonian translation so we can simply choose the nounphrase that corresponds to 
the Estonian phrase that got the highest score. This approach will give a right answer at least in the current case. 



3.6 The sixth set of sentences (Estonian-English) 
 
The sixth set of Estonian sentences used in anaphora resolution 
See kujutas vaid üht tohutut, enam kui meetrilaiust nägu: umbes neljakümne viie aastase mehe nägu tihedate mustade vuntside ja karmide 
meeldivate näojoontega. Winston hakkas treppist üles minema. Lifti ei tasunud proovidagi. See töötas parematel aegadel harva, ja praegu oli 
vool päeva ajaks välja lülitatud. 
 

phrase gender number 
first NP in 
sentence 

lexical 
iteration 

collocation 
pattern 

term 
preference 

prepositional or 
postpositional indefiniteness 

referential 
distance (2, 
1, 0, -1) score 

enam kui meetri laiust nägu 1 1 1      -1 0 
umbes neljakümne viie aastase mehe nägu 1 1       -1 -1 
tihedate mustade vuntside  1 0       -1  
karmide meeldivate näojoontega 1 0       -1 -1 
Winston 0 1 1        
trepist (üles minema) 1 1     -1   -1 
Lifti 1 1 1      1 2 
 



The sixth set of English sentences used in anaphora resolution 
It depicted simply an enormous face, more than a metre wide: the face of a man of about forty-five, with a heavy black moustache and ruggedly 
handsome features. Winston made for the stairs. It was no use trying the lift. Even at the best of times it was seldom working, and at present the 
electric current was cut off during daylight hours. 
 
 

phrase gender number 
first NP in 
sentence 

lexical 
iteration 

collocation 
pattern 

term 
preference 

prepositional or 
postpositional indefiniteness 

referential 
distance (2, 
1, 0, -1) score 

an enormouse face 1 1 1     -1 -1 -1 
the face of a man 1 1       -1 -1 
heavy black moustache  1 1       -1 -1 
ruggedly handsome features 1 0       -1  
Winston 0 1 1        
the stairs 1 1        0 
the lift 1 1 1      1 2 
 
Comments 
The knowledge-poor approach identifies the right noun phrase for the English text and as well for the Estonian translation, but again there are 
some differences in translation. This alters the individual scores. The sentence “Winston made for the stairs” is translated as “Winston hakkas 
treppist üles minema”, which in direct translation means “Winston started to move up the stairs”. So “the stairs” appears in a prepositional phrase 
in Estonian but not in a prepositional phrase in English. 
 
There is also a difference between word “moustache” and word “vuntsid”. They both mean the same thing, but the Estonian noun is in plural. 
This eliminates it from the noun phrase candidates. So we might benefit form number dissimilarities in different languages when resolving 
anaphors.



4 Conclusion 
 
The experiments show that the method proposed by Mitkov works well and can be improved 
even more by using bilingual corpora. The knowledge poor approach performed equally well 
on the English test set and on the Estonian counterpart, even though the method was not 
designed for Estonian, which is a somewhat different language. Some of these differences 
were illustrated in our examples. 
 
We also came up with an idea that the boosting indicator “Case Agreement” might be of some 
help in Estonian anaphora resolution. It would be interesting to try to implement the algorithm 
and evaluate it on a larger group of sentences in Estonian language. 
 
For those experiments that resulted in more than one antecedent, the heuristics to be applied 
to distinguish the correct antecedent were really hard to come up with. 
 
We noticed that the positional features (like first noun phrase in sentence) were less important 
than gender and number agreement. 
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